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This website Keycreations.co.uk and all other sites created by Key Creations including Skycats.co.uk has been provided by Key Creations Ltd. By visiting this 
website you are agreeing to operate it in its permitted activities.
On using this website you are only permitted to use online and not for off line or on another website. All content on the site and sites created by Key Creations are 
property of Key Creations Ltd and you should not duplicated for commercial, political or inappropriate purposes.
In using this website you must respect the intellectual property and other rights of Key Creations, if violated through to unauthorised use you will be violating the 
copyright, trademark, privacy, publicity and intellectual property.

Goods sold by Key Creations are protected under copyright and in some cases trademark laws. Any products copied without a deal made with Key Creations will be 
warned and then appropriate action would take place. If profits are gained from these copied goods then Key Creations would take appropriate league action to take 
possession of these profits.

Please note that all goods sold have the appropriate information and instructions to follow. We recommend that you retain the packaging for future use as safety 
instructions are located on the back. It is down to the parents judgement and common knowledge at the end of the day and to follow instructions displayed upon the 
packaging. 

Key Creations goods are mainly sold via other outlets either shops or via online market place websites. So terms and conditions from their websites will apply too. 
This website does not sell goods on site but redirects the user to an official outlet to purchase the item. If items are missing or broken please refer to these outlets to 
deal with the case.
The pricing of the goods are usually shown clearly on online outlet sites. If postage is free that would mean that any fees or postage are absorbed into the asking 
price displayed. Key Creations reserves the right to be able to pull out of a sale if the costings outweigh the price of the product or some tampering has been 
detected. If the product has a postage cost, it is up to the buyer to fulfil that extra cost, as the chosen price would not absorb the postage price. Note the further the 
distance the good have to travel the higher the costs to cover the transport of goods.
Payments online of the goods would be through the online shopping official payment procedures and not via any other way, abiding to their terms and conditions. 
Any problems should be taken up via the outlet you bought the item from and not via this website. Therefore any contact through Key Creations website may delay 
resolving the matter in hand.
Key creations Ltd respects your privacy, but in some cases will need information in order to fulfil a service. Be advised that we will use your information only to 
deliver a service for you and not provide your details to a third party.
Delivery of goods will be delivered via a chosen courier service and therefore will apply to their own terms and conditions. Any goods lost or damaged would be 
resolved via that chosen courier service.

Key Creations are always creating new content and goods and we pride ourselves in our work. All work created is under copyright law and in some cases also 
protected by Trademarks. This content and goods are there to reflect Key Creations image as a family friendly company. We are happy for online images to be 
shared across social networking platforms, but only as long as we are credited for it clearly below the images. Any copying, duplication, slightly manipulated for the 
purpose of self profiting or promoting another site from Key Creations would be met with a warning then league actions may take place.

Key Creations are happy to see fan art of our work, but needs to be credited clearly for it. Any profit from this artwork is banned unless there has been an agreement 
written up between both Key Creations and the fan artist to share profits.

This is an ongoing page and updates on an annual basis, therefore please check up on a regular basis.
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